IV - DUAL MEDIA WITH FLOOD IRRIGATION
PMR CONFIGURATION - AT PEDESTAL PAVING

N.T.S.

*PAVER, TYP.*
*PEDESTAL, TYP.*
*WIND BLANKET*
*TIE ANCHOR*
*M3 GROWTH MEDIA*
*EDGE*
*SEPARATION FABRIC*
*REINFORCING GRID*
*GEOSYNTHETIC SHEET DRAIN (FLAT SIDE DOWN)*
*DRAINAGE MEDIA*
*IRRIGATION WATER LEVEL*
*CURB*
*PROTECTION LAYER*
*ROOT BARRIER*
*INSULATION*
*GEOSYNTHETIC SHEET DRAIN (FLAT SIDE DOWN)*
*PRIMARY MEMBRANE*
*ROOF DECK*

*MATERIAL REQUIRES CERTIFICATION BY ROOFMEADOW